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bstract

Recent studies indicate that PEM fuel cell performance may be strongly influenced by in-plane permeability of the gas diffusion layer (GDL). The
urrent study employs a radial flow technique for obtaining in-plane permeability of GDLs, using either gas or liquid as the impregnating fluid. A

odel has been developed and experimentally verified to account for compressibility effects when permeability measurements are conducted using
gas. Permeability experiments are performed on samples of woven, non-woven, and carbon fiber-based GDL at various levels of compression
sing air as the impregnating fluid. Woven and non-woven samples are measured to have significantly higher in-plane permeability compared to
arbon fiber paper at similar solid volume fractions.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The gas diffusion layer provides five key functions for a PEM
uel cell: mechanical support for the proton exchange membrane,
lectronic conductivity, heat removal, reactant access to the cata-
yst layers, and product removal from it. The latter two functions
re intimately linked to convective mass transport into and out of
he gas diffusion layer and, for smaller fuel cells, heat removal as
ell. Therefore, it should be expected that the permeability of the
as diffusion layer is a key measure of the material performance.
xperiments performed by Williams et al. [1] provide a corre-

ation between through-plane permeability and limiting current
ensity. However, in a recent review on gas diffusion layer char-
cterization, Mathias et al. [2] points to in-plane permeability
s the relevant parameter in fuel cell performance, citing dif-
usion as the dominant mechanism for through-plane transport.
he view that in-plane permeability should be more relevant
as been reinforced analytically by Feser et al. [3] as well as

umerically by Pharaoh [4], particularly with respect to PEM
uel cells that employ serpentine flow fields. Other studies which
ave observed the effects of channel-to-channel convection have
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eported improved performance at high current density [5–8],
gain confirming the importance of enhanced convection. This
s particularly well documented in interdigitated flow fields since
orced convection is the primary motivation for them. However,
omputational models of interdigitated flow fields have shown
hat for a given stoichiometric ratio, changes to GDL permeabil-
ty have negligible effect on cell performance [9]. This is logical
ince the total reactant penetration at a given stoichiometry into
he GDL is the same regardless of GDL permeability; by design,
t is 100%. However, even in this case higher GDL permeabil-
ty clearly reduces the pumping power needed to maintain the
iven stoichiometry and thus is advantageous; the reduction in
umping power is, of course, unique to flow fields which uti-
ize forced convection such as interdigitated flow fields and to a
esser extent serpentine flow fields. The pumping requirements
f a parallel flow field would remain unaltered by a raised per-
eability. Also it is worth noting that computational models do

ot completely model liquid water formation, the removal of
hich may be expedited by increased GDL permeability.
While three of the five key roles of the gas diffusion layer

re improved with increased convection, the need for low elec-

rical contact resistivity apparently requires a design trade-off;
lectronic resistivity is reduced substantially by increasing com-
ressive force whereas permeability (and therefore reactant and
roduct mass transport) is reduced by it [10]. Polarization curves

mailto:advani@udel.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.07.058
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btained at various levels of compression confirm that this is an
mportant optimization process in fuel cell operation [11]. Thus,
t is also desirable to know how permeability changes with com-
ression.

The preceding discussion identifies a need in the fuel cell
ommunity for methods to measure gas diffusion layer perme-
bility at various compressive loadings. Transverse or through
he thickness permeability is most commonly measured, and
everal techniques for its measurement have been described
2,12,13]. Fewer techniques have been used to characterize the
n-plane permeability of the gas diffusion layer. This will be the
ocus of the present work. Mathias et al. [2] describes a method
n which two flow channels can be used to determine the in-plane
ermeability by measuring the relationship between pressure
radient and flowrate. While this technique is valid, achieving
he necessary sealing can be difficult in practice because of
he rectangular geometry. An alternative method is to measure
he flowrate–pressure relationship in a radial-flow apparatus
hrough an annulus of GDL material; sealing difficulties are
lleviated by constraining the upper and lower surfaces of the
nnulus between two sufficiently flat and smooth plates. This
easurement technique has been utilized in characterizing tex-

ile preforms in composites manufacturing [14–16]. However,
he impregnating fluid is usually a viscous incompressible liquid.
his method was recently adopted by Bluemle et al. [13] who
ompressed gas diffusion layers to measured force loadings in
n Instron machine and determined their in-plane permeability
y passing compressed air through an annulus while measuring
owrate and pressure drop across the layers. Assuming incom-
ressibility of the gas and using Darcy’s law, permeability was
btained from a least-squares fit of the data. An interesting
spect of this work is that the Darcy–Forchheimer convection
odel was used so that the experiment yielded both the viscous

Darcy) permeability and the inertial permeability. However,
his was done only for through-plane permeability measure-

ents as the inertial permeability was undetectable within the
rror bounds of measurement for the in-plane portion of that
tudy. The current work had a similar experience with in-plane
easurements.
The current work presents improvements to the existing tech-

iques which allow in-plane permeability to be measured more
ccurately and with increased flexibility. Several difficulties
rise in measuring in-plane permeability. First, the thickness
f the gas diffusion layer can be quite small (some are as thin
s 100 �m). This is on the same order of magnitude of typical
achining tolerances; thus, any testing apparatus made by con-

entional techniques will introduce an element of uncertainty
nto the measurements due to uneven compression on the GDL
eading to potential ‘short-circuiting’ pathways for the penetrat-
ng fluid. In the current study, an attempt is made to circumvent
his effect by stacking multiple layers of material during experi-

ents. For example, stacking eight layers of a 100 �m material
aises the total thickness to 800 �m, for which a realistic machin-

ng tolerance of 25 �m allows the GDL to follow the contours
f the machined surface to within about 3% of the total GDL
hickness. To ensure that the ‘nesting’ between adjacent layers
f GDL does not alter the outcome of the experiment, layers of
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hin, tightly toleranced shim stock can be used to separate each
ayer of the GDL stack.

A second difficulty addressed here is that because gas is used
s the penetrating fluid, a truly compressible model of radially
ermeating flow should be used to fit the measured data. This is
ssential if the pressure difference used to drive the penetrating
uid is on the same order of magnitude as the absolute pressure
f the fluid. An appropriate model, which is easily reducible to
he incompressible case, is developed here for this purpose.

A third consideration that arises when measuring the perme-
bility is that in order to have a well defined Darcy permeability,
here should be a sufficient number of pores contained within the
ow. For a typical gas diffusion layer, the majority of the void
raction is formed by pores between 10 and 100 �m in diameter
2]; thus, the distance traveled by the flow within the sample of
aterial being tested should be on the length scale of centime-

ers for a reliable reading. It is interesting to note that most PEM
uel cells violate this principle since channel lands are typically
bout 1 mm wide, meaning that Darcy permeability is not strictly
pplicable on such length scales. To ensure that there are suffi-
ient pores for consistent in-plane permeability measurements,
he current study will employ much larger sample sizes than used
n the Bluemle study [13]. Finally, an assumption is made that
he in-plane permeability of the porous materials is transversely
sotropic. The fabrics may exhibit slight degree of anisotropy
n-plane but for practical purposes this can be ignored [17].

Using these improvements and assumptions, an apparatus
as constructed and used to measure the in-plane permeability
f several commonly available gas diffusion layers.

. Measurement technique

.1. Radial flow apparatus

A radial flow apparatus (Fig. 1) was fabricated to test samples
f GDL for in-plane permeability at various levels of compres-
ive strain. The samples consisted of annuli of material 15 cm
.d. × 9 cm i.d. stacked to a height of approximately 1 mm with
ach layer of material separated by a thin layer of brass shim
tock (51 ± 5 �m each); as stated earlier, this was done to avoid
esting effects between stacked layers. Thicker shim stock was
lso used to control the total thickness of the compressed stack.
or gas permeability experiments, compressed air (0–550 kPa)
as introduced at the outer edge of the annular sample stack,

orced through the sample in the in-plane direction, passed from
he outlet at the center of the stack to a rotameter for flowrate

easurement, and subsequently released into the atmosphere. In
iquid permeability experiments, a pressurized tank (0–200 kPa)
orced water though the sample and was collected in a graduated
ylinder at the outlet. In the case of gas permeability, pressure
as measured using gauges at both the inlet and the outlet as

otameters were found to introduce a significant pressure drop.
or the case of liquid permeability, pressure was measured by a

auge on the inlet only and assumed to be atmospheric pressure
t the outlet. The permeability measurement was accomplished
y recording the pressure at approximately 10 different values
f flowrate.
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Fig. 1. Radial flow per

.2. Model

The collected data can be used to determine permeability
nce a model incorporating fluid compressibility is developed.
or this purpose, we use Darcy’s Law under the assumption that

n-plane permeability is homogenous and transversely isotropic.
n radial coordinates:

¯ = −ki

μ

dP

dr
(1)

here v̄ is the in-plane average fluid velocity, ki the in-plane
ermeability,μ the fluid viscosity and dP/dr is the radial pressure
radient. Mass conservation requires that in the annulus:

d

dr
(ρv̄A) = 0 (2)

here ρ is the fluid density and A is the cross-sectional area of
he GDL sample as seen by the impregnating fluid. The density
erm has been retained in Eq. (2) because we intend to allow
or compressibility effects which become important for large
ressure variations. If Eqs. (1) and (2) are used in conjunction
ith the ideal gas law, then:

d

dr

(
P

RT

ki

μ

dP

dr
(2πrh)

)
= 0 (3)

here h is the total thickness of the GDL sample stack (minus
he separator shim between adjacent samples). The boundary
onditions are P(ri) = Pi and P(ro) = Po, where pressure is mea-
ured in the absolute sense. In the absence of heat transfer to the
olid surface and for changes in velocity small compared with
he speed of sound, conservation of energy requires constant
nthalpy. Under those assumptions, the process is thus regarded

s isothermal. Integrating once:

P
dP

dr
= C (4)

t

k

ility testing apparatus.

pon a second integration:

= P2
o − P2

i

2 ln(ro/ri)
(5)

hen:

dP

dr
= 1

rP

P2
o − P2

i

2 ln(ro/ri)
(6)

ow, we wish to relate the outlet flowrate to the pressure. Then:

out = (vA)ro = πkih

μ ln(ro/ri)

(P2
i − P2

o )

Po
(7)

q. (7) is used to calculate permeability of the porous material
ased on measurements of P and Q. It should be noted that
hen the difference between the inlet and outlet pressures is

mall relative to the absolute pressures employed, Eq. (7) can
e linearized in P and reduces to the more familiar equation:

out = 2πkih

μ ln(ro/ri)
(Pi − Po) (8)

hich is used for incompressible fluids.
A key requirement of the aforementioned method is that the

iscous resistance on the fluid due to the walls should be small
ompared to the viscous resistance due to the porous medium.
o determine if wall effects are indeed negligible, it is useful

o introduce the idea of ‘permeability’ between parallel discs
such as in the case of a hydrostatic bearing) for which the
owrate–pressure relation is well known and is given by

out = πh3

6μ ln(ro/ri)
(Pi − Po) (9)

Comparing Eq. (9) with the form of Eq. (8), it is reasonable

o define the permeability of parallel discs as

wall = h2

12
(10)
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Fig. 2. Variables used for the model derivation.

urrently available gas diffusion layers have thicknesses in
he range 100–500 �m. Thus, corresponding range of kwall is
× 10−10 to 2 × 10−8 m2. As will be seen, measured GDL per-
eability is substantially less than even the lower bound of wall

ermeability; thus, wall effects do not significantly influence the
easurement (Fig. 2).

. Validation

In order to determine the validity of Eq. (7), an experiment
as conducted to verify that the permeability obtained using an

ncompressible fluid – for which the method is well known –
atches the permeability obtained using a compressible fluid in

onjunction with Eq. (7). A densely woven glass fabric annulus
15 cm o.d. × 9 cm i.d.) of initial thickness 600 �m was com-
ressed to 380 �m and subjected to both a liquid and a gas
ermeability experiment. For the liquid permeability experi-
ent, water was chosen as the fluid in order to achieve full
etting of the pores; a constant inlet gauge pressure of 180 kPa
as used. The results are shown in Fig. 3 (air) and Fig. 4 (water).
The parabolic dependence of flowrate on pressure for com-

ressible flow is clearly revealed by Fig. 3. Note that it is not
ossible to fit a straight line to the data that would fall within

he error bounds of the data points. Instead, as suggested by Eq.
7), a parabola is found to fit the data very well. It should be
oted that in the current study the flowrate data were collected
ver multiple orders of magnitude by multiple flowmeters result-

ig. 3. Experimental data points for air as the impregnating fluid with tightly
oven glass fabric as the porous medium. Solid line represents a non-

inear least-squares fit of Eq. (7). Computed in-plane permeability value

i = 5.89 × 10−13 m2.
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ig. 4. Experimental data points with water as the impregnating fluid with tightly
oven glass fabric as the porous medium. Solid line represents a least-squares
t of Eq. (8). Computed in-plane permeability value ki = 6.02 × 10−13 m2.

ng in error bounds that were not equal throughout the range of
ollection. Therefore, the residual scheme of the least squares
ethod was modified to minimize the sum of the logarithm

f the residuals rather than simply the residuals themselves.
sing this scheme, the gas permeability of the glass fabric was
etermined to be ki = 5.89 × 10−13 m2. By comparison, liquid
ermeability data indicated the permeability of the same sam-
le to be ki = 6.02 × 10−13 m2. Since the difference between the
wo measurements is quite small, it can be concluded that Eq.
7) is valid. It should also be noted that fitting gas permeability
o the incompressible equation results in a gross over-estimation
f permeability. This may have occurred in previous studies.

. Measurements of GDL permeability

Permeability was measured for three types of gas diffusion
ayers, each representing one of the major manufacturing tech-
iques: woven carbon fiber (cloth), non-woven carbon fibers,
nd carbon fiber paper shown in Fig. 5. Measurements were
aken at multiple levels of compression typically used in fuel
ells. The woven carbon fiber sample was Avcarb 1071-HCB
Ballard). The non-woven carbon fiber and paper-based samples
ere SGL31BA (SGL Carbon) and TGP-60-H (Toray), respec-

ively. None of the samples contained a microporous layer. The
nitial thickness of each type of sample was determined with a
icrometer gage. In order to prevent crushing of the sample by

he gage, the thickness was measured by sandwiching the sam-
le between two 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm square pieces of shim stock
hich helped to distribute the clamping force. The average of
ve measurements was taken as the initial thickness for each
ample type. The measured initial thicknesses as well as the
ompression levels used during permeability experiments are
hown in Table 1.

As described previously, multiple layers of GDL separated
y thin spacers were used to increase flowrate and thickness to
chieve the desired experimental accuracy. For all three material

ypes, using four material layers was found to be sufficient and
ressure–flowrate data were collected for each four-layer sam-
le. Thickness fractions were incrementally decreased, reusing
he sample until the lowest thickness fraction was reached. Then
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Fig. 5. SEM images of non-woven (left), woven (

he samples were replaced and the test was repeated. The test
as repeated five times for each material type. Fig. 6 shows the

verage permeability for each material type at various levels of
ompression. The error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval
ased on the mean and standard deviation of the five experi-
ents at each level. It was found that SGL31BA (non-woven)

ad a very similar range of permeability compared to Avcarb
071-HCB (woven). This range of permeabilities is surprisingly
igh considering that Bluemle et al. [13] reports in-plane perme-
bilities about an order of magnitude lower for various ETEK
oven cloth samples. Our data indicate that TGP-60-H (paper)
as significantly lower permeability than the other materials; its
easured range of permeabilities is in good agreement with the

ange reported by Mathias et al. [2]. Perhaps not surprising is
hat the woven material shows the most consistency in perme-
bility from sample-to-sample; The non-woven and paper-based
aterials show permeabilities that have a variation in the range
f 10–15% of the measured average compared to carbon cloth
hich shows a range of 5–10%.

able 1
ample types and conditions used during experiments

ample Initial thickness (�m) Thickness fractions (%)

vcarb 1071-HBC 335 94, 90, 86, 79, 73
GL31BA 318 88, 82, 76
GP-60-H 192 96, 90, 82, 76

Fig. 6. In-plane permeability of several GDLs.
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r), and carbon fiber paper (right) GDL materials.

The correlation between porosity and through plane perme-
bility has been reported by Williams et al. [18]. For various
easons, including its utility in computational studies, it may
rove useful to know the relationship between the porosity and
n-plane permeability of GDL materials as well. One way to

odel the relationship between porosity and permeability is
hrough the Kozeny–Carman equation:

i = C
φ3

(1 − φ)2 (11)

here C is a constant. Strictly, this equation is suited for low
orosity materials where the pores have little interaction with
ne another. In contrast, gas diffusion layers have high porosities
typically >60%) and their pores are highly connected. It has
een shown that the Kozeny–Carman equation does not always
redict the correct behavior of permeability in fibrous media
17], nevertheless it is generally accurate for small changes in
orosity. Therefore, it is interesting to plot permeability against
orosity (Fig. 7). The porosity of each experimental data point
as estimated from knowledge of the thickness fraction, h/h0,

nd the initial porosity, φ0, by the equation:

= 1 − h0

h
(1 − φ0) (12)
he value of the initial porosity was obtained from manu-
acturer’s specifications. Porosity specifications for Avcarb
071-HCB were not available, so it is omitted. Results show
hat TGP-60-H carbon fiber paper follows the Kozeny–Carman

ig. 7. Experimentally obtained permeability fitted to the Kozeny–Carman
quation (Eq. (11)). The computed constants are CTGP-60-H = 1.276 × 10−11 m2

nd CSGL31BA = 3.952 × 10−11 m2.
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elationship quite closely. However, SGL31BA does not admit
least-squares fit that falls within the estimated error bounds

f the measurement. This is surprising considering that the
on-woven material SGL31BA has a similar pore structure to
hat of the TGP-60-H carbon fiber paper.

. Conclusions

It has been shown that simple, yet robust radial permeability
xperiments can be utilized to characterize and differentiate in-
lane permeability of gas diffusion layers. These experiments
an use either a wetting liquid or a gas of known viscosity as
he impregnating fluid and reach identical conclusions. How-
ver, the flowrate’s dependence on pressure is different for gases
nd liquids and must be recognized when large pressure differ-
nces are present. The model developed here reveals that the
owrate has a quadratic dependence on pressure when compress-

bility effects are significant whereas the dependence becomes
inear for incompressible flow. Results for three commonly used
as diffusion layer materials show that the non-woven material
GL31BA and the carbon fiber cloth material Avcarb 1071-HCB
ave in-plane permeabilities substantially higher than those
eported for other materials throughout the literature.
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